
  

    

PKN Orlen & Lotos: Merger Rumors Revisited 

Analyst: Kamil Kliszcz +48 22 438 24 02 

The PKN-Lotos merger rumors that have flared up 
again over the recent days have so far not had much 
bearing on either stock as the market waits for any  
concrete developments. Nevertheless, we thought it 
would be worth exploring the possible scenarios and 
outcomes of a merger between Poland's two largest 
state-controlled refiners. It is hard to say which type 
of transaction would be best for whose minority 
shareholders, but in terms of voting powers it is the 
minorities of PKN that can probably expect to be 
offered some form of an incentive, in the form of a 
favorable swap ratio, to approve a potential stock-for-
stock merger. This is where we should point out the 
18% deviation of LTS from the indicative 6-month 
exchange ratio for the two stocks. When it comes to 
the potential synergies, the many different areas 
which stand to benefit from the combination of the two 
businesses include general expenses (PLN ~0.1bn), 
selling expenses (PLN ~0.3bn), and profit margins 
(~PLN 0.2bn), though the actual gains will depend on 
whether the two organizations are combined into one 
or left to function as two independent publicly-traded 
units. In terms of operating costs, any downsizing 

plans would most likely meet with strong labor 
pushback which would require skilful handling. 
Assuming our synergy estimates are accurate, at 6.0x 
EBITDA, the positive effect on the market 
capitalizations of both companies could reach 8%. 
With no clear consensus so far within the government 
ranks as to whether the merger will actually happen, a 
more important factor to consider in the potential 
valuations of PKN and Lotos are the current market 
conditions.  
  

Jury Still Out On PKN-LTS Merger 
The responses of decision-makers within the government 
ranks to the merger rumors rekindled a few days ago by local 
newspapers were vague and conflicting, with Deputy Energy 
Minister Grzegorz Tobiszowski hinting that the rumors were 
not entirely without basis, and Minister Tchórzewski himself 
saying he was not aware of any merger talks, adding he saw 
no economic benefits in such a transaction. Neither Lotos nor 
PKN have had comments so far on the reports that they both 
appointed coordinators to oversee the potential process. In 
short, it is impossible to say at this time whether there is any 
validity to the merger rumors. 
  

Possible Scenarios  
Each of the following merger scenarios is equally probable 
and provided in no particular order: 
  
■ A stock-for-stock transaction with PKN Orlen as the 

acquirer would require a four-fifths majority vote by PKN 
shareholders, implying a bias in favor of PKN's minority 
shareholders when setting the stock swap ratio since the 
State's stake does not provide the required majority. 
Alternatively, investors would have to be convinced that 
the potential synergies are worth pursuing. Using the 
respective volume-weighted average prices (VWAP) for 
the last six months of the respective securities, the 
implied stock swap ratio is 1.95 LTS shares for each PKN 

share (at the current price level Lotos is trading about 
18% above the 6-month swap ratio). Assuming all Lotos 
shareholders register to sell their shares to PKN in the 
likely tender offer, the State's direct and indirect holdings 
in the merged company would be 36.2%. If only the State 
sells its shares to PKN, its stake in the merged company 
would be 39.5%, giving rise to a need to hold a tender 
offer to increase holdings to 66%. 

 
■ A merger by absorption requires approval by a fourth-

fifths majority if the acquirer is Lotos or a 90% majority 
vote if the acquirer is PKN. In this scenario the State's 
stake in the merged company would be 36.1%. A full 
integration of the two businesses would allow more 
flexibility in pursuing operating cost synergies.  

 
■ A stock–for-stock transaction with Lotos as the 

acquirer would require a four-fifths majority vote by 
Lotos shareholders, implying a bias in favor of Lotoss 
minority shareholders when setting the stock swap ratio. 
Alternatively, investors would have to be convinced that 
the potential synergies are worth pursuing. A takeover by 
Lotos would be easier than a takeover by PKN because the 
State has more voting power and control over the former 
(including through indirectly-controlled pension- and 
investment funds, which hold just under 5% of Lotos's 
share capital). The concern here is that the State may not 
gain full control over PKN if it is the only one selling its 
shares to Lotos in a potential tender offer due to PKN's 
voting policies. 

 
■ A takeover by PKN funded entirely with cash via a 

tender offer for 100% of Lotos shares would require PKN 
to shell out about PLN 10bn, implying an increase in its 

net debt/EBITDA ratio to 1.5x as of year-end 2017 and 
further to 2.7x in FY2018E (when debt is expected to be 
boosted further by other factors. This is the less likely 
scenario given its impact on PKN's financial standing. 

  
 

PKN Orlen (PKN PW) | Rating: sell | target price: PLN 82.84 | current price: PLN 95.04 

Lotos (LTS PW) | Rating: reduce | target price: PLN 52.67 | current price: PLN 57.30 

Indicative PKN/LTS swap ratio vs. 6M & 3M avg. VWAP 

Source: Bloomberg, Dom Maklerski mBanku 

Tuesday, February 13, 2018 | special comment 
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The Antitrust View 
Antitrust considerations will play a crucial role in facilitating 
the merger of PKN and Lotos. The merged company would 
have a market share of 80-90% in the Polish wholesale fuel 
market depending on fuel type. However, the chances are 
that the level of market concentration will be assessed by EU 
regulators for a region spanning Poland and its immediate 
neighbors. In this case the capacity of the merged refiner 
would account for a more palatable 26%-or so of the 
combined capacities of Poland, Germany, Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, and Lithuania. The market share in retail fuel sales 
would be higher at ca. 45%, but this would not be considered 
an obstacle.  
 

Synergies  
The cost savings and revenue upside achievable through a 
merger of Poland's two largest oil companies, between them 
controlling 90% of the domestic market, will depend to a 
large extent on the ability to manage and contain labor 
protests – a big challenge given how much power unions 
wield in state-run companies, and judging by concerns voiced 
in the past by local governments about possible job losses 
and loss of tax revenues.  
 
■ General and administrative expenses: The potential 

for savings here lies in the centralization pf processes to 
reduce Lotos's domestic administrative expenses, reaching 
PLN 0.4bn a year. Based on subsidiary cost management 
practices used by PKN Orlen, we estimate the annual 
savings at PLN 0.1+ billion. 

■ Selling expenses: All differences considered, using PKN 

benchmarks, the  potential savings here can fall in the 
range of PLN 0.3-0.4 billion according to our rough 
calculations. The most obvious area for streamlining is 

logistics and transportation.  
 
■ Geographic premiums: Both PKN and Lotos reap extra 

profits on their dominant domestic presence a large 
distance away from foreign competition. The geographic 
premium in the north of Poland is probably smaller due to 
higher competition, and by merging PKN and Lotos could 
maximize it by dividing the market between themselves.  
The following table analyzes the sensitivity of the 
aggregated EBITDA to changes in geographic premiums 
affecting 25% of domestic diesel and gasoline sales (an 
arbitrary percentage more or less reflecting geographic 
reach), assuming the merged company has a 90% share 
in the wholesale market in the area.    

 
■ CAPEX: Savings on capital investment could be achieved, 

among others, through concerted sulfur emission 
adjustments if Lotos uses PKN's HSFO instead of asphalt in 
its delayed coking unit, and through coordinated 
investment in petrochemicals capacity and reduced 
maintenance costs. 

Logistics advantages of PKN & LTS refineries 

Source: Dom Maklerski mBanku 

Source:  Dom Maklerski mBanku 

EBITDA sensitivity to geographic premiums in highly 
competitive areas 

            

Change in premium ($t) 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 

Additional EBITDA (PLN m) 78 156 233 311 389 
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List of abbreviations and ratios contained in the report. 

EV – net debt + market value (EV – economic value) 
EBIT – Earnings Before Interest and Taxes 

EBITDA – EBIT + Depreciation and Amortisation 

PBA – Profit on Banking Activity 
P/CE – price to earnings with amortisation  

MC/S – market capitalisation to sales 

EBIT/EV – operating profit to economic value  
P/E – (Price/Earnings) – price divided by annual net profit per share 

ROE – (Return on Equity) – annual net profit divided by average equity 

P/BV – (Price/Book Value) – price divided by book value per share 
Net debt – credits + debt papers + interest bearing loans – cash and cash equivalents  

EBITDA margin – EBITDA/Sales 

 
OVERWEIGHT (OW) – a rating which indicates that we expect a stock to outperform the broad market 

NEUTRAL (N) – a rating which indicates that we expect the stock to perform in line with the broad market 

UNDERWEIGHT (UW) – a rating which indicates that we expect the stock to underperform the broad market 
 

Recommendations of Dom Maklerski mBanku : 

A recommendation is valid for a period of 6-9 months, unless a subsequent recommendation is issued within this period. Expected returns from individual recommendations are as follows: 
BUY – we expect that the rate of return from an investment will be at least 15% 

ACCUMULATE – we expect that the rate of return from an investment will range from 5% to 15% 

HOLD – we expect that the rate of return from an investment will range from –5% to +5% 
REDUCE – we expect that the rate of return from an investment will range from -5% to -15% 

SELL – we expect that an investment will bear a loss greater than 15% 

Recommendations are updated at least once every nine months. 
 

mBank S.A. with its registered office in Warsaw at Senatorska 18 renders brokerage services in the form of derived organisational unit—Brokerage Office which uses name Dom Maklerski mBanku. 

 

The present report expresses the knowledge as well as opinions of the authors on day the report was prepared. The opinions and estimates contained herein constitute our best judgment at this 

date and time, and are subject to change without notice. The present report was prepared with due care and attention, observing principles of methodological correctness and objectivity, on the 

basis of sources available to the public, which Dom Maklerski mBanku considers reliable, including information published by issuers, shares of which are subject to recommendations. However, 
Dom Maklerski mBanku, in no case, guarantees the accuracy and completeness of the report, in particular should sources on the basis of which the report was prepared prove to be inaccurate, 

incomplete or not fully consistent with the facts. 

 
This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any financial instruments and neither this document nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any 

contract or commitment whatsoever. It is being furnished to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. This document nor any copy hereof is 

not to be distributed directly or indirectly in the United States, Australia, Canada or Japan. 
 

Recommendations are based on essential data from the entire history of a company being the subject of a recommendation, with particular emphasis on the period since the previous 

recommendation.  
 

Investing in shares is connected with a number of risks including, but not limited to, the macroeconomic situation of the country, changes in legal regulations as well as changes on commodity 

markets. Full elimination of these risks is virtually impossible. 
 

mBank S.A. bears no responsibility for investment decisions taken on the basis of the present report or for any damages incurred as a result of investment decisions taken on the basis of the 

present report. 
 

It is possible that mBank S.A. in its brokerage activity renders, will render or in the past has rendered services for companies and other entities mentioned in the present report.  
 

mBank S.A. does not rule out offering brokerage services to an issuer of securities being the subject of a recommendation. Information about any conflicts of interest that may arise in connection 

with the issuance of recommendations (should such a conflict exist) is provided below, and it is valid as of the date of the most recent Monthly Report published by Dom Maklerski mBanku or as of 
the date of the most recent recommendation issued for an Issuer, as applicable. 

 

This document was not transferred to the issuers prior to its publication. 
 

mBank S.A. serves as underwriter for the following issuers: Asseco Business Solutions (a unit of Asseco Poland), Atal, BOŚ, BZ WBK, Capital Park, Ergis, ES-System, IMS, MLP Group, Neuca, 

Pemug, Polimex-Mostostal, PBKM, Solar Company, Tarczyński, TXM, Vistal Gdynia, Zastal, ZUE. 
 

mBank S.A. serves as market maker for the following issuers: Alior Bank, Asseco Business Solutions (a unit of Asseco Poland),Atal, BOŚ, BZ WBK, Capital Park, CCC, Cyfrowy Polsat, Enea, Energa, 

Ergis, ES-System, Eurocash, IMS, JSW, KGHM, Kruk, Lotos, LW Bogdanka, MLP Group, Neuca, Orange Polska, PGNiG, PKN Orlen, Polimex-Mostostal, PBKM, PZU, Solar Company, Tarczyński, 
Tauron, TXM, Vistal Gdynia, Zastal, ZUE.  

 

mBank S.A. may have received compensation from the following companies in the last 12 months: Agora, Alchemia, Alior Bank, Ambra, Asseco Business Solutions (a unit of Asseco Poland), Atal, 
Bank Handlowy, Bank Millennium, Bank Pekao, BGŻ BNP Paribas, Boryszew, BOŚ, BZ WBK, Capital Park, CCC, CD Projekt, Cognor, Cy frowy Polsat, Echo Investment, Elemental Holding, Elzab, 

Enea, Energa, Energoaparatura, Erbud, Ergis, Erste Bank, ES-System, Eurocash, Famur, Ferrum, GetBack, Getin Holding, Getin Noble Bank, Groclin, Grupa Azoty, i2 Development, Impexmetal, 

IMS, INDATA, ING BSK, JSW, KGHM, Kopex, Kruk, LC Corp, Lotos, LW Bogdanka, Mennica Polska, MLP Group, Mostostal Warszawa, Netia, Neuca, Oponeo.pl, Orange Polska, Orbis, OTP Bank, PA 
Nova, PBKM, Pemug, PGE, PGNiG, PKN Orlen, PKO BP, Polimex-Mostostal, Polnord, Prochem, Projprzem, PZU, Raiffeisen Bank International, Rawlplug, Robyg, Rubicon Partners NFI, Seco/Warwick, 

Skarbiec Holding, Solar Company, Stelmet, Sygnity, Tarczyński, Tauron, TXM, Unibep, Uniwheels, Vistal Gdynia, YOLO, Zastal, ZUE. 

 
In the last 12 months mBank S.A. has been an offering agent of the issuer’s shares in a public offering for the following companies: GetBack. 

 

In the last 12 months mBank S.A. has been co-book runners for Cognor Holding, Famur, GetBack, Grupa Azoty, LC Corp, Polski Bank Komórek Macierzystych, Robyg, Wirtualna Polska.  
 

Asseco Poland provides IT services to mBank S.A. 

 
mBank S.A. has a cash service agreement in place with Pekao and a phone subscription agreement in place with Orange Polska S.A. 

 

mBank S.A., its shareholders and employees may hold long or short positions in the issuers’ shares or other financial instruments related to the issuers’ shares. mBank, its affiliates and/or clients 
may conduct or may have conducted transactions for their own account or for account of another with respect to the financial instruments mentioned in this report or related investments before 

the recipient has received this report. 

 
Copying or publishing the present report, in full or in part, or disseminating in any way information contained in the present report requires the prior written agreement of mBank S.A. 

Recommendations are addressed to all Clients of Dom Maklerski mBanku. 

 
Recommendations are addressed to all Clients of Dom Maklerski mBanku. 

 

The activity of mBank S.A. is subject to the supervision of the Polish Financial Supervision Commission. 
 

Individuals who did not participate in the preparation of recommendations, but had or could have had access to recommendations prior to their publication, are employees of Dom Maklerski 

mBanku authorised to access the premises in which recommendations are prepared and/or individuals having to access to recommendations based on their corporate roles, other than the analysts 
mentioned as the authors of the present recommendations. 

 

This publication constitutes investment research within the meaning of Art. 36.1 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565. 
 

The compensation of the research analysts responsible for preparing investment research is determined independently of and without regard to the compensation of or revenue generated by any 

other employee of the Bank, including but not limited to any employee whose business interests may reasonably be considered to conflict with the interests of the persons to whom the investment 
research prepared by the Research Department of Dom Maklerski mBanku is disseminated. With that being said, since one of the factors taken into consideration when determining the 

compensation of research analysts is the degree of fulfillment of annual financial targets by customer service functions, there is a risk that the adequacy of compensation offered to persons 

preparing investment research will be questioned by a competent oversight body. 
 

Strong and weak points of valuation methods used in recommendations: 

DCF – acknowledged as the most methodologically correct method of valuation; it consists in discounting financial flows generated by a company; its weak point is the significant susceptibility to a 
change of forecast assumptions in the model. 

Relative – based on a comparison of valuation multipliers of companies from a given sector; simple in construction, reflects the current state of the market better than DCF; weak points include 

substantial variability (fluctuations together with market indices) as well as difficulty in the selection of the group of comparable companies. 
Economic profits – discounting of future economic profits; the weak point is high sensitivity to changes in the assumptions made in the valuation model. 

Discounted Dividends (DDM) – discounting of future dividends; the weak point is high sensitivity to changes in the assumptions as to future dividends made in the valuation model. 

NAV - valuation based on equity value, one of the most frequently used method in case of developing companies; the weak point of the method is that it does not factor in future changes in 
revenue/profits of a company. 
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